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Free	Motion	Longarm	Technique 
Where is your attention focused when you are quilting?  Several times recently there have been reports and 
videos on the news of people distracted as they talk on their cell phone, text, or even play games while 
walking.  We all know that doing these things while driving can be deadly, but even doing this while walking 
has consequences.  Videos show people distracted by their cell phone walking into sign posts, falling off curbs 
and even walking into a mall water feature. 

When you first learned to sew on your domestic machine you probably watched the needle and were 
instructed to focus on the seam allowance guide.  This same thought about your focus applies to quilting on 
the Longarm.   It does not matter whether you are quilting a panto or free motion quilting, the same principle 
applies. 

Operating a Longarm is sort of like operating a car.  You do not drive by watching the hood of the car, but by 
looking ahead down the road.  As your eyes see the road curve ahead, your hands naturally turn the steering 
wheel keeping your car in the lane as you drive through the curve.  Even young children understand this 
concept.  Many years ago when our son was about 2½ he was propelling himself along rather fast across the 
kitchen on a Fisher Price scooter (sit down type with “steering wheel”).  He could quickly see that he was 
headed for a crash against the cupboards and to avert the crash he started turning the steering wheel hard.  
Great idea, big problem!  Unfortunately the steering wheel was only for looks and was not connected to the 
wheels.  After collecting himself from the crash, with a very perplexed look on his face I could almost hear 
what he was thinking.  “It works in the car; it works in Daddy’s truck, why not here!” 

Let’s apply this to Longarm quilting.  Look ahead.  Do not watch the red dot when stitching a panto, or watch 
the needle when at the front of the machine.  As you stitch a panto, look ahead of the red dot 1 – 2 inches.  
Your hands will follow where your eye has been and you will find that your curves will be smoother and your 
points sharper.  At the front of the machine, look ahead, too.  Regardless of whether you are stitching 
continuous curves or feathers, look ahead to strategic points.  With a continuous curve, move your eyes 
along the path of the curve ahead of the needle to the next point.  Once the needle is at the point, start 
looking ahead along the path to the next point.  With feathers of other patterns, the principle is still the 
same.  Look ahead to where you want to go and your hands will move the machine smoothly following where 
you have looked.  If you want the edge of a design about ¼” from the seam line, focus on the spot ¼” from 
the seam line as you quilt the pattern.  As the machine gets to that point, move your eyes ahead to the next 
transition in the pattern.  By doing this, you will find your curves smoother and points sharper.  Your eyes see 
it, the brain interprets the plan, and the muscle memory in the hands and arms follow through. 

For some, this technique comes naturally, while for others it is a learning process and will take some practice.  
If you are not doing this already, give it a try.  I am sure you will see your quilting skills improve. 


